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1. Introduction

- Residential energy contributes to quality of life

- SDG 7 Affordable and clean energy

- Energy consumption deeply affected after the GFC

- Energy poverty as a complex multidimensional problem
(environmental, social and economic issues), not defined
by EU

- Vulnerable households more affected

- National and supranational actions and policies
addressing energy poverty
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Research question(s)

1. Are existing policies and actions combatting energy poverty sufficient 
and effective to address the problem? 

• What policies/measures for combatting residential energy poverty in DK, IE and SP?

• What progress in being made?

• What are the key barriers and drivers of progress?

2. How and up to what extent do
• National (DK, IE, SP) path dependencies and trajectories

• Diversity of actors involved

• Range of multilevel policies

contribute to better results? 
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2. Understanding residential energy poverty 

• Variety of approaches and definitions: fuel poverty, energy poverty,
energy deprivation, energy vulnerability, …

• ‘Heat or eat’: correlation between energy poverty and other sources
of vulnerability

• Individual (house facilities, affordability, etc.) and structural (planning,
building, etc.) access to energy
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2.1 Drivers of 
energy 

poverty

• Income (actual & stability of)

• Housing quality incl. energy efficiency

• Energy prices 

• Climate change policies

• Energy suppliers

• Energy payment systems (pre-payment meters 
& higher tarrifs)

• Demographic factors

• Households demands, needs, practices



2.2 Impacts of 
energy 

poverty 

• Health (conditions & mortality) & health 
services

• Heat or eat? Or cannot consume enough of 
either?

• Educational attainment

• Studying in cold/hot, darkness 

• Social relations & social isolation

• Tensions over energy

• Local economy

• Less money to spend on other goods



2.3 Measures 
of energy 

poverty

• Expenditure method

Spending more than 10% of income on household fuel 
to have satisfactory indoor temperature (21 degrees 
living area, 18 other areas) (Boardman 1992) 

• Low income, high cost measure

Both, low income and face high energy costs defined as 
twice median energy costs (Hills, 2012). 

• Objective method

Model what typical household has to spend on energy 
to keep home heated to WHO norms v what we know 
about household income to determine exposure to 
energy poverty.

• Subjective measures

Respondents views on adequate warmth, experience of 
arrears…



3. Data and methodology 
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Secondary analysis of existing data. 

• Extensive literature review

• Indicators of fuel poverty and related data 
• EU-SILC: established, high quality source for stats on poverty in the EU 

• EU Observatory

• National level databases. 

• Regulatory framework analysis

• Comparative analysis of relevant policies and strategies in case study 
countries. 



4. National contexts: problem
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% at risk of poverty rate, 
60% of median equivalised 
income, after social 
transfers

% at risk of poverty rate,  
before social transfers 
(pensions excluded) (cut-
off, 60% of median 
equivalised income after 
social transfers)

% living in a dwelling with a 
leaking roof, damp walls, 
floors or foundation, or rot 
in window frames of floor

Denmark 11,9 24,9 15,9

Ireland 16,6 34,7 13,4

Spain 22,3 29,5 15,9

Source: EU-SILC, 2016



4. National contexts: problem
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4. National contexts: problem
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Denmark

(A hidden energy 
problem agenda?)

• Structural changes in welfare
services.

• Out-migration to peripheral regions
of socially vulnerable groups (lack of
affordable houses in the cities and
welfare reforms have lowered the
income level for these groups).
'Speculative renting'

• Decline in resources and incentives
to upgrade homes ( aging population
in the peripheral regions and a
declining housing market)

Ireland

(Deprivation and energy 
poverty correlated but 

others high risk)
• A strong correlation between the

inability of households to afford
adequate heat and power with more
general experience of poverty

• Social housing has a very high
prevalence of fuel poverty, as do
properties heated via oil and solid
fuels.

• Switching energy suppliers as a
possible solution to lower the bill.

Spain

(Problem recognition 

after the GFC)
• Decrease of household’s income

since 2008

• Increase in energy prices ➔ free
market contracts for both natural gas
and electricity contributed to energy
vulnerability

• Territorial diversity reflected in
energy poverty (not by differences in
climate but in wealth/income)



4. National contexts: trajectories
Denmark

➢Energy poverty has not been used in the political debate.

Reasons:
New buildings regulated on insulation since 1976, resulting in a high energy standard

Energy provision: Wide-spread use of CHP (combined heat- and power production), giving
affordable prices for districting heating

Welfare system: Income distribution and welfare services means that relatively few people are
socially distressed

➢Exceptions:
“heat aid” for pensioners

new local small-scale CHP-plants ended being a big economic burden for the consumers, with
no way of getting out of the contract with the CHP-provider.
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4. National contexts: trajectories
Ireland

➢Energy poverty identified as a problem by Combat Poverty Agency eaerly 1990s,
then early- mid 2000s (Healy & Clinch, ESRI), GFC crisis, taskforce!

➢Energy poverty as an example of household deprivation.

➢High energy prices between 2007-2014 and a decline (especially in oil prices) in
2015-16.

➢Price should incentivise switching suppliers to reduce costs but vulnerable
households less likely to do so (UK)

➢Main measures to address energy poverty since mid 2000s, some earlier
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4. National contexts: trajectories
Spain

➢Energy poverty as a particular example of household vulnerability after the GFC.
Energy poverty has grown in parallel to the levels of inequality and the indicators
of monetary poverty.

➢Energy poverty but also energy inequality: in 2014, residential energy
consumption of a household belonging to the 10% of households more affluent in
Spain was of 9 Euros per square metre and person (3% of their annual income).
The same year, a household belonging to the 10% of households poorer in Spain
spent 6 Euros per square metre and person (12% of their annual income).

➢Palliative measures since 2009. No real attention to the problem till 2017.
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5. Residential energy (poverty) policies

Energy policies = Energy poverty policies

First step : Recognition of the problem 
(IE and SP do, DK doesn’t)

Alleviation of vulnerable household’s situation vs. (and/or) improving 
housing stock
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5. Residential energy policies
EU Framework regulations

• Internal Energy market
• Interests of consumers via development of a single energy market via Council of

European Energy Regulators (CEER).
• Vulnerable Consumers Working Group (VCWG) to provide supports

• Various EU regulations incl.
• Energy performance of buildings: mostly to do with new build but energy

certification schemes for buildings, inspections of boilers & air-conditioners
• Renewable energy directive: targets for use of renewable energy sources in the

heating & cooling of new buildings or (and?) those subject to major renovation.
• Eco-design Directive: minimum performance standards for energy related products

used in building, e.g. boilers, pumps, ventilators.
• Energy labelling directive provides requirements for labelling energy technologies

used in buildings.
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5. Residential energy policies
Denmark

• National scale (State, ministries):
• Regulation of energy efficiency in new and existing buildings (Little impact on existing energy poverty)
• Providing Programs for local initiatives on urban regeneration and management of vacant houses in

peripheral regions
• Provide heat aid for pensioners (only temporarily solution, no changes of structural conditions)

• Local (municipalities)
• Establishing cross-disciplinary functions within the municipal administration for targetted out-reach to

vulnerable families in households of poor conditions (where risk energy poverty is high)
• Adressing housing of poor quality by using urban regeneration funding and national funds for

management of derelict buildings in peripheral regions
• Efforts for preventing housing speculation (e.g. removal of vacant single-family houses)
• Programs for motivating local home-owners for energy retrofitting (however this does not reach the

poorest households)
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5. Residential energy policies
Ireland

• Multiple actors, cross national govt issue
• National Ministries & AHBs: climate action & environment [energy efficiency targets (EU)];

Social protection (income supports). Housing (funds social housing & other retrofitting
schemes).

• Agencies: SEAI (energy efficiency grants). Commission for Energy Regulation [electricity & gas
companies(EU), protection of consumers, competition]. HSE (older people advice).

• NGOs (oil, solid fuels)

• National Retrofitting programmes
• Fund local authorities for older homeowners (means test, 95% of cost) then others, & vacants
• SEAI grants, 2000 on: homeowners, then fuel poor homeowners, then other fuel poor

• Recent area-based, partnership focus: low incomes, mixed tenure estates (70% of homes, SW recipients)

• Full costs not always paid, specific circumstances only e.g. acute health problems

• Private landlords incentives problem; new free grants if house those from social housing waiting list (on
housing allowances) for 3 years (local authorities).
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5. Residential energy policies
Ireland (ctd)

• National income supports
• Fuel allowance (28 weeks, social welfare recipients…);
• Household benefits package, mainly over 70s, gas & electricity costs…

• Energy companies
• energy efficiency obligation scheme (EU Directive) & energy savings for customers; 
• targets & legal responsibility for energy poor customers;

• Needs to be significant reweighted so in line with UK
• GFC significant disconnections problems; pay-as-you-go meters free of charge to energy poor 

customers with reduced or standard rates, emergency credit, voluntary code commit to never 
disconnect engaging customers, payment plans 

• Oil & solid fuels 
• savings scheme (stamps); ngo, seai, mabs & national ministry

ENHR Athens 2019 Housing for the next European social model 
WS.24  Towards sustainable communities and housing
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5. Residential energy policies
Spain

• Responsibility in AC (Autonomous Communities) ➔ Diversity of
policies, actions and scope in the territory

• Several policies addressing energy efficiency in buildings and increase
in energy savings (Building regulations, building certification, etc.).

Limited protection of vulnerable consumers when they cannot afford 
the electricity bill.   

NATIONAL STRATEGY AGAINST ENERGY POVERTY (2019-2024)
(knowledge of the problem, improving households’ situation, improving housing 

stock situation, prevention and protection)
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5. Residential energy (poverty) policies
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Actors Instruments Policies/
Programs

Main target Limitations

Denmark
Governmental

Local authorities

Heat aid for pensioners 

Prevention of poor housing 
conditions

Offering vulnerable households 
better housing conditions

Energy efficiency in housing

Removal of surplus houses
Urban regeneration and local 

out-reach

Pensioners

New buildings

Vacant houses in peripheral 
regions

vulnerable households

Temporary solution

Long-term solution, no target 
existing EP

No overview of vulnerable 
households, EP not identified as 

problem

Ireland

Multiple (cross-governmental 
national, local, specialist 

agencies, utility companies, 
ngos)

Retrofitting grants
Energy company obligations re: 

energy poor households 
Income supports for low 

income households
Fuel Saving scheme (oil & solid 

fuels)

Irish Strategy to Combat Energy 
Poverty 2016-19

Housing aid for older people
Better energy warmer homes 
Better energy communities 

Health and well-being
Social Housing Energy 
efficiency/retrofitting 

Energy Efficiency Obligation 
Stay Warm Savings

Unable to attain acceptable 
standard of warmth and energy 

services at affordable cost.
Older people
Homeowners
Mixed tenure
Older people

Social housing 
tenants

Customers in financial hardship
Oil and solid fuel users 

Energy security

Regressive v progressive 
especially in the past

Insufficient focus on:
-Private tenants

-Middle & lower income home 
owners

-Renewables 

Spain
Multiple actors (public/private)

Short term  measures: 

- Social electric voucher
- Social thermal voucher
- Express  rehabilitation 

program

Spanish National Strategy 
against Energy Poverty (2019-

2024)
Energy Poverty Law (24/2015). 

Better knowledge & awareness

Vulnerable households

Housing stock

(Lack of ) budget

(Lack of ) compulsory measures 
for companies



6. Discussion

• Temporary vs long-lasting measures

• Focus on income vs. focus on housing/building, except Ireland where both

• Energy savings do not combat energy poverty

• Ameliorating the monopolistic behaviour of energy suppliers
• competition due to EU directive…but…

• Increase awareness of consumers
• Vulnerable need much more financial support & advice

• More detailed mapping and elaborate understanding of EP needed 
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Thank you!

• nessa.winston@ucd.ie

• mpareja@ub.edu

• joj@sbi.aau.dk
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